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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a compositional nonparametric
method in which a model is expressed as a labeled binary
tree of 2k+1 nodes, where each node is either a summation,
a multiplication, or the application of one of the q basis
functions to one of the p covariates. We show that in order
to recover a labeled binary tree from a given dataset, the
sufficient number of samples is O(k log(pq) + log(k!)), and
the necessary number of samples is Ω(k log(pq)− log(k!)).
We further propose a greedy algorithm for regression in
order to validate our theoretical findings through synthetic
experiments.
1 Introduction
Nonparametric methods, such as spline-based methods
and kernel-based methods, have been widely used in the
past 20 years. Most existing methods make assumptions
regarding the structure of the model in terms of interac-
tions. For instance, the work of [12] assumes an additive
structure of the predictor function, while in [4] the ker-
nel family is defined as polynomial combinations of base
kernels of a fixed degree. On the one hand, there is usu-
ally insufficient evidence from the data to support the
assumption of a specific structure. On the other hand,
inclusion of all interactions especially of high order terms
would be burdensome for computing especially when the
data is high dimensional. A commonly used strategy is
to only include low order interactions into the model [4].
However, this would still be a restrictive assumption.
Our goal is to discover the complex structure of the
predictor function in a concise manner. In contrast, ex-
isting methods focus on the discovery of the structure
of kernels [4, 6]. As an illustrative example for predictor
functions, consider the work of Schmidt et al. [14], which
discovered physical laws from experimental data, and pro-
vided concise analytical expressions that are amenable to
human interpretation.
We build our model by compositionally adding or mul-
tiplying basis functions applied to specific dimensions of
the covariate. This model is structurally equivalent to
a labeled binary tree. The sum-product structure has
demonstrated its versatility for several problems. Exam-
ples include sum-product networks for computation of
partition functions and marginals of high-dimensional dis-
tributions [10] and structure discovery in nonparametric
regression for automatic selection of the kernel family [6].
Our model is a generalization of several popular meth-
ods. For illustration, consider the following examples:
• Tensor product spline surfaces [3]: Assume there
are two covariates x = (x1, x2), and define g(x) =
q∑
i=1
q∑
j=1
βijφi(x1)φj(x2), given the basis functions
φ1, . . . , φq : R → R. For simplicity, assume q = 2,
then Figure 1(a) is one visualization of g, where
β11 = w1w3, β12 = w1w4, β21 = w2w3, β22 = w2w4.
• Sparse additive models [12]: Assume that g(x) has an
additive decomposition, where x = (x1, . . . , xp). De-
fine g(x) =
p∑
j=1
φaj (xj), where a1, . . . , ap ∈ {1, . . . , q}
and such that
p∑
j=1
I(φaj 6= 0) ≤ s for some integer
s p.
• Tensor decomposition: Given a set of q
functions φ1, . . . , φq and a tensor yijk for
i, j, k = 1, . . . , p. The problem is to find the indices
ar, br, cr ∈ {1, . . . , q} for r = 1, . . . , R, that minimize:
p∑
i=1
p∑
j=1
p∑
k=1
(
R∑
r=1
wrφar (i)φbr (j)φcr (k)− yijk
)2
.
Note that
R∑
r=1
wrφar (i)φbr (j)φcr (k) can be written
as a fixed weighted labeled binary tree. Figure 1(b)
illustrates the case when R = 2.
Our contribution is as follows. First, we propose a gen-
eral compositional sum-product nonparametric method,
in which a model is expressed as a weighted labeled bi-
nary tree. Second, we provide a generalization bound that
holds for any data distribution and any weighted labeled
binary tree. We show that O(k log(pq) + log k!) samples
are sufficient, by using Rademacher-complexity arguments.
Third, we further show that Ω(k log(pq)− log k!) samples
are necessary, by using information-theoretic arguments.
Thus, our sample complexity bounds are tight. Further-
more, since the sample complexity is logarithmic in p and
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Figure 1: Examples of tensor product spline surfaces and
tensor decomposition.
q, our method is statistically suitable for high dimensions
and a large number of basis functions. Finally, we propose
a well-motivated greedy algorithm for regression in order
to validate our theoretical findings.
For comparison with results on sparse additive models,
the work of [12] presents an L1-regularization approach.
Additionally, a sample complexity of O(q log((p − s)q))
was shown to be sufficient for the correct identification of
the basis functions in the sparse additive model. Note that
in our work, we are interested in generalization bounds
for the prediction error. The necessary number of samples
for sparse additive models was analyzed in [11], where a
sample complexity of Ω(s log p) was found for the recovery
of a function that is close to the true function in L2-norm.
Our sample complexity guarantee of O(k log p) matches
this bound.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
provide a generalization bound. Section 3 discusses the
necessary number of samples. In Section 4, we propose a
greedy search algorithm for regression. In Section 5, we
validate our theoretical results through synthetic experi-
ments.
2 Compositional Nonparametric
Trees for the General Prediction
Problem
In this section, we define the general prediction problem,
and then propose a solution via a compositional nonpara-
metric method, in which a model is defined as a weighted
labeled binary tree. In this tree, each node represents a
multiplication, an addition, or the application of a basis
function to a particular covariate.
The General Prediction Problem. Assume that
x1, . . . ,xn are n independent random variables on X =
Rp, y1, . . . , yn are on Y ⊆ R. The general prediction
*
+
φ1(x2) φ3(x1)
+
φ3(x2) φ1(x3)
(a) A labeled binary tree.
*
+
w1φ1(x2) w2φ3(x1)
+
w3φ3(x2) w4φ1(x3)
(b) A weighted labeled binary tree.
Figure 2: Two tree examples.
problem is defined as
yi = t(g(xi) + i), (1)
where t : R→ Y is a fixed function related to the predic-
tion problem, g : Rp → R is an unknown function, and
i is an independent noise. We provide two examples in
order to illustrate how to adopt equation (1) to different
settings. For regression, we define t(z) = z, while for
classification, we define t(z) = sign(z).
The Labeled Binary Tree. We define a functional
structure built compositionally by adding and multiplying
a small number of basis functions. A straightforward
visualization of this structure is a labeled binary tree.
Given an infinite set of basis functions Φ = {φl, l =
1, 2, · · · ,∞} on R→ [−1, 1] and a truncation parameter
q, F2k+1 is a set of binary trees where:
1. there are no more than 2k + 1 nodes,
2. the labels of non-leaf nodes can be either “+” or “*”,
3. the label of a leaf node can only be a function in Φ on
a specific dimension of the covariate x = (x1, . . . , xp),
that is φi(xj) for any i = 1, . . . , q and j = 1, . . . , p,
Figure 2(a) gives an example of a labeled binary tree with
seven nodes. All the leaves are φi(xj)s, while all non-leaf
nodes are operations. Note that if we switch the left
sub-tree and the right sub-tree, we obtain an equivalent
structure.
As pointed out later in Remark 1, in the nonparametric
setting, both k and q are allowed to grow as a function of
n.
The Weighted Labeled Binary Tree. It is easy to
show that a labeled binary tree with 2k+ 1 nodes has the
following properties:
1. It includes k operations.
2. It has k + 1 leaves.
2
An easy way to add weights is to directly add weights to
each leaf node, as shown in Figure 2(b). So given a tree
structure f ∈ F2k+1, we can define W(f) as the set of
all weighted labeled binary trees given f , with constraint
‖w‖1 ≤ 1. Additionally, we define
W2k+1 =
⋃
f∈F2k+1
W(f). (2)
For a fixed f ∈ F2k+1, any h ∈ W(f) can be rewritten as
a summation of some basis functions and some productions
of basis functions. For instance, given w and the labeled
binary tree structure f0 in Figure 2(a), Figure 2(b) repre-
sents a function h(x; f0,w) = (w1φ1(x2) + w2φ3(x1)) ∗
(w3φ3(x2) + w4φ1(x3)), and it is the summation of
4 interactions w1w3φ1(x2)φ3(x2), w1w4φ1(x2)φ1(x3),
w2w3φ3(x1))φ3(x2), and w2w4φ3(x1)φ1(x3). Equiv-
alently, h(x; f0,w) = 〈v,u〉, where v = ψvf0(w) =
(w1w3, w1w4, w2w3, w2w4) and u = ψ
u
f0
(x) =
(φ1(x2)φ3(x2), φ1(x2)φ1(x3), φ3(x1)φ3(x2), φ3(x1)φ1(x3)).
Similarly, for any labeled binary tree f , we could write
h = h(x; f,w) ∈ W(f) as an inner product of two vectors
v and u:
h(x; f,w) = 〈v,u〉, v = ψvf (w), u = ψuf (x), (3)
where the transformation function ψvf and ψ
u
f depend on
f . Define the length of the vector v and u as Mf , and
Mf also depends on f . Define
M2k+1 = max
f∈F2k+1
Mf . (4)
Lemma 1. If ‖w‖1 ≤ 1 and ‖φi‖∞ ≤ 1 ∀i, regardless of
f , we always have ‖v‖1 ≤ 1 and ‖u‖∞ ≤ 1.
Proof sketch. By induction.
(Detailed proofs can be found on Appendix A.)
3 Sufficient Number of Samples
In this section, we provide a generalization bound that
holds for any data distribution and any labeled binary tree.
This not only implies the sufficient number of samples
to recover a labeled binary tree from a given dataset,
but also guarantees that the empirical risk (i.e., the risk
with respect to a training set) is a consistent estimator
of the true risk (i.e., the risk with respect to the data
distribution). We first bound the size of F2k+1, and then
show a Rademacher-based uniform convergence guarantee.
Properties of the Labeled Binary Tree Set. Let
|F2k+1| denote the size of F2k+1: the labeled binary tree
set with no more than 2k + 1 nodes. The lemma below
gives the upper bound of the size of the functional space,
which will be used later to show the uniform convergence.
Lemma 2. For k ≥ 1, we have |F2k+1| ≤ 4k(k)!(pq)k+1.
Proof sketch. By induction.
The lemma below gives the upper bound of M2k+1,
which is used to later to bound the Rademacher complexity.
Remind that M2k+1 is defined in eq.(4).
Lemma 3. M2k+1 < (1.45)
k+1.
Proof sketch. By induction.
Rademacher-based Uniform Convergence. Next,
we present our first main theorem, which guarantees a
uniform convergence of the empirical risk to the true risk,
regardless of the tree structure and weights.
Assume that d : Y ×Y → [0, 1] is a 1-Lipschitz function
related to the prediction problem. For regression, we
assume Y = R, and d(y, y′) = min(1, (y − y′)2/2), while
for classification, we assume Y = {−1, 1}, and d(y, y′) =
min(1,max(0, 1 − yy′)). Let z = (x, y) ∈ Z, where Z =
X × Y. Furthermore, let H(f) = {h(z) = d(y, g(x)), g ∈
W(f)} for a fixed labeled binary tree f . Let H2k+1 be a
hypothesis class satisfying
H2k+1 =
⋃
f∈F2k+1
H(f).
For every h ∈ H(f), we define the true and empirical
risks as
ED[h] = Ez∼D[h(z)], ÊS [h] =
1
n
n∑
i=1
h(zi). (5)
Next, we state our generalization bound that shows that
O(k log(pq) + log k!) samples are sufficient for learning.
Theorem 1. Let z = (x, y) be a random variable of
support Z and distribution D. Let S = {z1 . . . zn} be a
dataset of n i.i.d. samples drawn from D. Fix δ ∈ (0, 1).
With probability at least 1− δ over the choice of S, we
have:
(∀f ∈F2k+1,∀h ∈ H(f))
ED[h] ≤ ÊS [h] + 2
√
k + 1
n
+√
(k + 1) log pq + log 8k(k)! + log (1/δ)
2n
Proof. Given a function h : Zn → R, we de-
fine ES [h(S)] = ES∼Dn [h(S)]. The function
ϕf (S) = suph∈H(f)
(
ED[h]− ÊS [h]
)
fulfills the condition
in McDiarmid’s inequality and H(f) ⊆ {h|h : Z → [0, 1]},
by Lemma 4 (Please see Appendix B.), therefore
P[ϕf (S) − ES [ϕf (S)] ≥ ε] ≤ e
−2ε2∑n
i=1
(1/n)2 = e−2nε
2
.
Furthermore, by applying the union bound for all
f ∈ F2k+1, by Lemma 2, and by Hoeffding’s inequality,
we have:
P[(∃f ∈ F2k+1), ϕf (S)− ES [ϕf (S)] ≥ ε]] ≤∑
f∈F2k+1
P[ϕf (S)− ES [ϕf (S)] ≥ ε] ≤ 2|F2k+1|e−2n2
≤ 8k(k)!(pq)k+1e−2n2
3
Equivalently, P[(∀f ∈ F2k+1), ϕf (S)− ES [ϕf (S)] ≤ ε]] ≥
1− 8k(k)!(pq)k+1e−2n2 .
Setting 8k(k)!(pq)k+1e−2n
2
= δ, we get
ε =
√
(k+1) log pq+log 8k(k)!+log (1/δ)
2n . Thus:
P [(∀f ∈ F2k+1), ϕf (S) < ES [ϕf (S)]+√
(k + 1) log pq + log 8k(k)! + log (1/δ)
2n
]
≥ 1− δ (6)
Note that by the definition of the supremum, by the
definition of the function ϕf : Zn → R, and by eq.(6), with
probability at least 1− δ, simultaneously for all f ∈ F2k+1
and h ∈ H(f)
ED[h]− ÊS [h] ≤ sup
h∈H(f)
(
ED[h]− ÊS [h]
)
= ϕf (S)
<
√
(k + 1) log pq + log 8k(k)! + log (1/δ)
2n
+
ES [ϕf (S)] (7)
The next step is to bound ES [ϕf (S)] in eq.(7) in terms of
the Rademacher complexity of W(f). By the definition of
ϕf , by the ghost sample technique, the Ledoux-Talagrand
Contraction Lemma, we can show that
ES [ϕf (S)] = 2Rn(H(f)) ≤ 2Rn(W(f))
The final step is to bound Rn(W(f)), and it is sufficient
to bound RˆS(W(f)) for any f ∈ F2k+1. Then for a
fixed f ∈ F2k+1, any g ∈ W(f) can be rewritten as a
summation of no more than [(1.45)k+1] productions of
basis functions, where [m] denotes that largest integer
smaller than or equal to m according to Lemma 3. We
could decompose h = h(x; f,w) as in equation (3), thus
h = h(x; f,w) = 〈v,u〉, where ||v||1 ≤ 1 and ||u||∞ ≤ 1
by Lemma 1. By using a technique similar to [9] for linear
prediction, we have
RˆS(W(f)) = Eσ
[
sup
g∈W(f)
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
σig(x
(i))
)]
= Eσ
[
sup
‖w‖1≤1
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
σig(x
(i);w, f)
)]
≤ 1
n
Eσ
[
sup
‖v‖1≤1
(
n∑
i=1
σi〈v,u(i)〉)
)]
=
1
n
Eσ
[
sup
‖v‖1≤1
〈v,∑ni=1 σiu(i)〉
]
=
‖v‖1
n
Eσ
[‖∑ni=1 σiu(i)‖∞]
=
1
n
Eσ
[
sup
j
∑n
i=1 σi[u
(i)]j
]
=
√
2 logM2k+1
n
sup
j
√∑n
i=1 [u
(i)]2j
≤
√
2 logM2k+1
n
√
n‖u‖2∞
≤
√
2 logM2k+1
n
≤
√
2(k + 1) log 1.45
n
<
√
k + 1
n
Finally, we have Rn(W(f)) = ES∼Dn [RˆS(W(f))] <√
k+1
n
Corollary 1. Define hˆ = arg min
h∈H2k+1
ÊS [h], and h¯ =
arg min
h∈H2k+1
ED[h]. Then under the same setting of Theorem
1, fix δ,  ∈ (0, 1), if
n ≥ 3(k + 1)(log pq + 8) + 3 log 8k(k)! + 6 log (2/δ)
22
, then ED[hˆ] − ED[h¯] ≤  with probability at least 1− δ
over the choice of S.
Proof. By Theorem 1, with probability at least 1 − δ/2
over the choice of S,
ED[hˆ] ≤ ÊS [hˆ] + 2
√
k + 1
n
+√
(k + 1) log pq + log 8k(k)! + log (2/δ)
2n
By Hoeffding’s inequality, with probability at least 1−δ/2
over the choice of S,
ÊS [h¯]− ED[h¯] ≤
√
log(2/δ)
2n
Since hˆ minimizes ÊS [h], ÊS [hˆ] ≤ EˆS [h¯]. With probability
at least 1− δ over the choice of S,
ED[hˆ]− ED[h¯] = ED[hˆ]− ÊS [h¯] + ÊS [h¯]− ED[h¯]
≤ ED[hˆ]− ÊS [hˆ] + ÊS [h¯]− ED[h¯]
≤
√
(k + 1) log pq + log 8k(k)! + log (2/δ)
2n
+ 2
√
k + 1
n
+
√
log(2/δ)
2n
≤
√
3(k + 1)(log pq + 8) + 3 log 8k(k)! + 6 log (2/δ)
2n
Set
√
3(k+1)(log pq+8)+3 log 8k(k)!+6 log (2/δ)
2n ≤ . Equiva-
lently n ≥ 3(k+1)(log pq+8)+3 log 8k(k)!+6 log (2/δ)22 . Note that
the last step is due to
√
x+
√
y +
√
z ≤
√
3x+ 3y + 3z
Next, we present a useful remark in the nonparametric
setting, where both k and q are allowed to grow as a
function of n.
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Remark 1. If k ∈ O(min(n1/2−, n1−2log p )), q ∈ O(en
1/2−
)
for any  ∈ (0, 1/2), then the generalization error in The-
orem 1 could be uniformly bounded by O(n−).
4 Necessary Number of Samples
In this section, we analyze the necessary number of sam-
ples to recover a labeled binary tree from a given dataset.
To show the necessary number of samples, we restrict
the operation to multiplications only, and consider unit
weights. Note that the necessary number of samples in
restricted ensembles yields a lower bound for the original
problem. The use of restricted ensembles is customary
for information-theoretic lower bounds [13,15]. We utilize
Fano’s inequality as the main proof technique.
We construct a restricted ensemble as follows. De-
fine a sequence of basis functions φi(z) =
√
2 cos(ipiz),
where z ∈ [−1, 1] for i = 1, . . . , q. Furthermore, let
xi ∼ Unif [−1, 1]p, i ∼ N(0, σ2 ). Let S = {(xi, zi) :
zi = g(xi) + i, i = 1, . . . , n}, and S′ = {(xi, yi) : yi =
t(zi), i = 1, . . . , n}, where t : R → Y is a fixed function
related to the prediction problem, as introduced in Section
2. This defines a Markov chain g → S → S′ → gˆ. To
apply Fano’s inequality, we need to further bound the
mutual information I(g, S′) by a sum of Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergences of the form KL(Px,y|gi |Px,y|g′i) where
gi and g
′
i are two different compositional trees. Consider
a labeled binary tree subspace G2k+1 of F2k+1, where we
only allow for multiplication nodes (i.e., additions are not
allowed) and where each covariate xj of the independent
variable x is used only once. Furthermore, we consider a
restricted ensemble with unit weights. Equivalently,
G2k+1 = {gA(x) =
∏
(i,j)∈A
φi(xj) : A ⊆ {1, . . . , q} × {1, . . . , p},
|A| ≤ k + 1,∀(i, j) ∈ A, l 6= i⇒ (l, j) 6∈ A}.
Let c = |G2k+1| =
k∑
i=1
qi+1
(
p
i+1
)
.
Next, we state our information-theoretic lower bound
that shows that Ω(k log(pq)− log k!) samples are necessary
for learning.
Theorem 2. Assume nature uniformly picks a true hy-
pothesis g¯ from G2k+1. For any estimator gˆ, if n ≤
(log(qk+1
(
p
k+1
)
)− 2 log 2)σ2 /2, then P[gˆ 6= g¯] ≥ 12 .
Proof. Any gA ∈ G2k+1 can be decomposed by the dimen-
sion of x:
gA(x) =
p∏
j=1
gAj (xj),
where gAj = φij if ∃(ij , j) ∈ A, and gAj ≡ 1 if (i, j) /∈ A
for any i. In addition,
∫ 1
−1
1
2φi(x)dx = 0 and 〈φi, φi′ 〉 =
∫ 1
−1
1
2φi(x)φi′ (x)dx = I(i = i
′
). Thus,
〈gA, gA′ 〉 =
∫ 1
−1
· · ·
∫ 1
−1
1
2p
gAj (xj)g
A′
j (xj)dx1 · · · dxp
=
p∏
j=1
∫ 1
−1
1
2
gAj (xj)g
A′
j (xj)dxj
=
p∏
j=1
I(gAj = g
A′
j )
= I(gA = gA′ )
Furthermore,
||gA − gA′ ||2 = 〈gA, gA〉+ 〈gA′ , gA′ 〉 − 2〈gA, gA′ 〉
= 2I(gA = gA′ )
(10)
By the data processing inequality [5] in the Markov
chain g → S → S′ → g, and since the mutual information
can be bounded by a pairwise KL bound [16], we have
I(g¯, S
′
) ≤ I(g¯, S)
≤ 1
c2
∑
A
∑
A′
KL(PS|gA |PS|gA′ )
=
n
c2
∑
A
∑
A′
KL(Px,y|gA |Px,y|gA′ )
=
n
c2
∑
A
∑
A′
KL(N (gA, σ2 )|N (gA′ , σ2 ))
=
n
c2
∑
A
∑
A′
||gA − gA′ ||2
2σ2
≤ n
c2
∗ c2 ∗ 2
2σ2
=
n
σ2
By the Fano’s inequality [5] on the Markov chain g →
S → S′ → gˆ, we have
P[gˆ 6= g¯] ≥ 1− I(g¯, S
′
) + log 2
log c
≥ 1− n/σ
2
 + log 2
log c
By making
1
2
= P[gˆ 6= g¯] ≥ 1− n/σ
2
 + log 2
log c
,
we have
n ≤ (log c− 2 log 2)σ2 /2
Since c ≥ qk+1( pk+1), n ≤ (log(qk+1( pk+1)) − 2 log 2)σ2 /2
implies P[gˆ 6= g¯] ≥ 12 . If p k, the above is equivalent to
n = Ω
(
σ2
2
(log[qk+1pk+1/(k + 1)!]− 2 log 2)
)
∈ Ω ((k + 1) log(pq)− log(k + 1)!)
5
Corollary 2. Assume nature uniformly picks a true func-
tion g¯ from G2k+1. For each g ∈ G2k+1, define a cor-
responding h(x, y) = 12 (y − g(x))2. The corresponding
true hypothesis is h¯ = h¯(x, y) = 12 (y − g¯(x))2. LetH2k+1 = {h(x, y) = 12 (y − g(x))2, g ∈ G2k+1}. For
any estimator hˆ = hˆ(x, y) = 12 (y − gˆ(x))2, if n ≤
(log(qk+1
(
p
k+1
)
) − 2 log 2)σ2 /2, then ED[hˆ] − ED[h¯] ≥ 1
with probability at least 12 .
Proof. g¯ is the true function, so y = g¯(x) + , where
 ∼ N(0, σ2 ). Recall that by Theorem 2, if n ≤
(log(qk+1
(
p
k+1
)
)− 2 log 2)σ2 /2 then P [g¯ 6= gˆ] ≥ 1/2. Thus,
assuming that g¯ 6= gˆ, we have
ED[hˆ]−ED[h¯] = 1
2
E(x,y)∼D[(y − gˆ(x))2 − (y − g¯(x))2]
=
1
2
Ex∼Unif [−1,1]p
∼N(0,σ2 )
[(g¯(x) + − gˆ(x))2 − 2]
=
1
2
Ex∼Unif [−1,1]p
∼N(0,σ2 )
[(g¯(x)− gˆ(x))2 + 2(g¯(x)− gˆ(x))]
=
1
2
Ex[(g¯(x)− gˆ(x))2] + E[] ∗ Ex[(g¯(x)− gˆ(x))]
=
1
2
||g¯ − gˆ||2
=
1
2
∗ 2I(g¯ 6= gˆ)
=1
Remark 2. Excess risk measures how well the empiri-
cal risk minimizer performs when compared to the best
candidate in the hypothesis class. On the one hand,
Corollary 1 discusses the upper bound of the excess risk,
and indicates that the sufficient sample complexity is
O(k log(pq) + log k!). On the other hand, Corollary 2 dis-
cusses the lower bound of the excess risk, and shows that
the necessary sample complexity is Ω(k log(pq) − log k!).
Especially when k  pq, both the sufficient sample com-
plexity and necessary sample complexity are Θ(k log(pq)).
5 Greedy Search Algorithm for
Regression
In this section, we propose a greedy search algorithm
to recover a weighted labeled binary tree for regression.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, for regression, we define
d(y, y′) = min(1, (y − y′)2/2). For simplicity, we assume
Y = [−1, 1], thus d(y, y′) = (y − y′)2/2. Consequently,
we have H(f) = {h(z) = h(x, y) = (y − g(x))2/2, g ∈
W(f)} for a fixed labeled binary tree f . The true risk and
the empirical risk are defined as ED[h] = E(x,y)∼D[(y −
g(x))2/2], and EˆS [h] =
n∑
i=1
(yi − g(xi))2/2.
Based on Theorem 1 in Section 3.2, it is straightforward
to have a brute-force algorithm to traverse all possible
trees in F2k+1, and to compute the best weights for each
tree. Theorem 1 could guarantee that the risk at the
empirical risk minimizer is close to the minimum possible
risk over all functions in W2k+1, given enough training
samples. However the space of trees grows exponentially
with the number of nodes, as shown in Lemma 2, and
therefore the brute-force algorithm is exponential-time.
After decades of work, the literature in tensor decompo-
sition has still failed to provide polynomial-time algorithms
with guarantees, for a general nonsymmetric tensor de-
composition problem. In general, it has been shown that
most tensor problems are NP-hard [8]. Therefore most
existing literature considers a specific tensor structure like
the symmetric orthogonal decomposition [1]. As shown
in Figure 1(b), we can model the tensor decomposition
problem in our framework, for a fixed tree. However in our
problem, we learn the tree structure. Thus, our problem
is harder than tensor decomposition.
Given the above, we propose a greedy search algorithm
for learning the structure of predictor functions. A greedy
approach was also taken in [6] for learning the structure
of kernels. Before we proceed, note that the uniform
convergence of the empirical risk to the true risk holds
for any h ∈ H2k+1 and therefore, it applies to the greedy
algorithm output, which is an element of H2k+1.
Our algorithm begins by applying all basis functions to
all input dimensions, and picking the one that minimizes∑n
m=1(ym−w′φi′(xj′))2/2 among all function indices i′ ∈
{1, . . . , q} and coordinates j′ ∈ {1, . . . , p}, where w′ is
estimated separately for each candidate option (i′, j′).
This produces a tree with a single node. After this, we
repeat the following search operators over the leaves of
the current tree: Any leaf V can be replaced with V + V ′ ,
or V ∗ V ′ , where V ′ = w′φi′(xj′).
Our algorithm searches over the space of trees using
a greedy search approach. At each stage, we evaluate
the replacement of every leaf by either a summation or
multiplication, and compute the weight for the new can-
didate leaf while fixing all the other weights. Then we
take the search operation with the lowest score among all
leaves, and adjust all weights by coordinate descent at
each iteration. (For completeness, we include our main
algorithm in Appendix C.)
Computing the Weight. A main step in our main
algorithm is the computation of the weight of a new can-
didate leaf, while fixing all the other weights. Fortunately,
computing the new weight turns out to be a simple least
square problem, but involves traversing the tree from the
root to the candidate node being evaluated. (The corre-
sponding algorithm can be found on Appendix C, with a
concrete example to illustrate our algorithm.)
Computational Complexity. Next, we analyze
the time complexity of our method. In iteration D, we
solve O(pqD) single-dimensional closed-form optimization
problems: for all the D tree leaves, our algorithm tries
to insert a new node with either ”+” or ”*”, all q basis
functions, and all p dimensions of x. In addition, it takes
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O(nD) time to compute the optimal weight (in closed-
form) for a specific basis function of a specific dimension of
x at a specific insert position on a dataset of size n. Finally,
it takes O(nD) to adaptively update all weights at each
step by coordinate descent. The computational complexity
of our algorithm for k iterations is thus O(pqn(12 + 22 +
· · ·+ k2)) ∈ O(pqnk3). This can be reduced by processing
the tree leaves (or alternatively, batches of data samples)
in parallel.
6 Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate our theorem in four
simulation experiments. We use a function g(x) =
0.3sin(3pix1)cos(2pix2)+0.4x
2
3−0.3x4, and noise standard
deviation σ = 0.05. Our choice of the set of basis functions
Φ include B-spline of degree 1, Fourier basis functions:
{sin(ipix), cos(ipix)}i=1,...,∞ and truncated polynomials:
{x, x2, x3, (x− t)3+, t ∈ R}, where (x)+ = max(x, 0). We
designed four different experiments to demonstrate our
theoretical contributions. For each setting, the generaliza-
tion error is estimated by the mean of 20 repeated trials
in order to show error bars at 95% confidence level.
Experiment 1 We set the dimension of the explanatory
variables p = 100, the number of basis functions: q = 40,
and the number of iterations k = 10. For each value of
n ∈ {50, 100, 150, 200, 250}, we sampled n random samples
xi, yi = g(xi) + i, i = 1, · · · , n for training, and n/3
samples for testing. In Figure 3, we observe that the
generalization error has a sharp decline when n increases
from 50 to 100, and a slower decline for higher values of
n. This demonstrates that the generalization error ∝
√
1
n
as prescribed by Theorem 1.
Figure 3: Generalization error vs. sample size n.
Experiment 2 We set the sample size n = 250, the
number of basis functions: q = 40, and the number of iter-
ations k = 10. For each value of p ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100, 200},
we sampled 250 p − dimensional random samples xi,
yi = g(xi) + i, i = 1, · · · , n for training, and 83 samples
for testing. Figure 4 shows that the generalization error
grows rapidly when p ∈ (0, 50), and the growth slows
down as p increases. This finding matches the conclusion
of Theorem 1 that the generalization error ∝ √log p.
Figure 4: Generalization error vs. dimension of the ex-
planatory variable p.
Experiment 3 We set the dimension of the explanatory
variables p = 100, the number of basis functions: q = 40,
and the sample size n = 250. For each value of the number
of iterations k ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20}, we sampled 250 random
samples xi, yi = g(xi) + i, i = 1, · · · , n for training,
and 83 samples for testing. As shown in Figure 5, the
generalization error grows almost linearly as k increases
when k is small, but the growth rate decreases apparently
when k > 15. This is consistent with the theoretical result
that the generalization error ∝ √k.
Figure 5: Generalization error vs. number of iterations k.
Experiment 4 We set the dimension of the explanatory
variables p = 20, the sample size n = 250, and the number
of iterations k = 10. For each value of q ∈ {10, 20, 50, 100},
we sampled 250 random samples xi, yi = g(xi) + i,
i = 1, · · · , n for training, and 83 samples for testing.
Figure 6 indicates that the generalization error grows
rapidly when q is small, and the growth slows down as
q continue to increase. This matches the conclusion of
Theorem 1 that the generalization error ∝ √log q.
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Figure 6: Generalization error vs. number of basis func-
tions q.
Our methods are comparative to methods like Gaussian
processes for two real-world data sets, although our model
sizes are much smaller. (Please see Appendix D.)
7 Concluding Remarks
There are several ways of extending this research. While
we focused on the sample complexity for trees of predic-
tor functions, it would be interesting to analyze trees of
kernels as well, as many popular kernel structures [6] are
equivalent to a labeled binary tree. Additionally, while we
focused on learning trees, it would be interesting to pro-
pose methods for learning general directed acyclic graphs.
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On the Statistical Efficiency of Compositional
Nonparametric Prediction
A Detailed Proofs
A.1 Proof for Lemma 1
Proof. We first show ||u||∞ ≤ 1:
For any production of finite basis functions from Φ,
||
L∏
1=1
φil(xjl)||∞ ≤
L∏
1=1
||φil(xjl)||∞ ≤ 1
Each component of u is a production of finite basis func-
tions from Φ. Thus ||u||∞ ≤ 1.
Then we show ||v||1 ≤ ||w||1 if ||w||1 ≤ 1 by induction:
k = 0, ||v||1 = ||w||1;
Assume that for any k < K and any weighted la-
beled binary tree h ∈ W2k+1, ||vh||1 ≤ ||wh||1. For
k = K, decompose the tree h(x; f,w) ∈ W2K+1 by the
left subtree hl(x; fl,wl) = 〈vl,ul〉 and the right subtree
as hr(x; fr,wr) = 〈vr,ur〉.
If the root is a ”+”, then ||v||1 = ||vl||1 + ||vr||1 ≤
||wl||1 + ||wr||1 = ||w||1.
If the root is a ”*”, then
||v||1 =
∑
t
∑
s
|vtlvsr |
=
∑
t
|vtl |
∑
s
|vsr |
=
∑
t
|vtl |||vr||1
= ||vl||1||vr||1
≤ ||wl||1||wr||1
≤ ||w||21
≤ ||w||1
A.2 Proof for Lemma 2
Proof. Remind that p is the dimension of the covariate,
and q is the number of basis functions. We define F∗2k+1 ⊂
F2k+1 as the set of labeled binary trees with exactly
2k + 1 nodes. In this step, we will show that |F∗2k+1| ≤
2k(k)!(pq)k+1.
We first show |F∗2k+1| ≤ (pq)k+1(k)!2k for all k =
0, 1, · · · :
k = 0, |F∗2∗0+1| = pq ≤ (pq)0+1(0)!20;
k = 1, |F∗2∗1+1| = 2(pq)2 − 2pq < (pq)1+1(1)!21;
Assume that |F∗2∗k+1| ≤ (pq)k+1(k)!2k for all k < K,
then for k = K,
|F∗2K+1| = 2
∑
i∈{1,3,··· ,2K−1}
|F∗i ||F∗2K−i|
≤ 2
∑
i=0,··· ,K−1
(pq)i+1(i)!2i
(pq)K−i−1+1(K − i− 1)!2K−i−1
= (pq)K+12K
∑
i=0,··· ,K−1
(i)!(K − i− 1)!
≤ (pq)K+12K
∑
i=0,··· ,K−1
(K − 1)!
≤ (pq)K+12K(K)!
Since for k ≥ 1, we have 2k−1 =
k−1∑
i=0
(k−1)!
i!(k−1−i)! , or equiva-
lently, 2
k−1
(k−1)! =
k−1∑
i=0
1
i!(k−1−i)! , and since 1/x is concave, by
Jensen’s inequality, we have that 2
k−1
(k)! =
k−1∑
i=0
1
k
1
i!(k−1−i)! ≤
1
k−1∑
i=0
i!(k−1−i)!/k
. Thus
k−1∑
i=0
i!(k − 1− i)! ≤ k (k)!
2k−1 for k ≥ 1.
Except for the root node, a labeled binary tree consists of
the left subtree and the right subtree. Thus
|F∗2k+1| = 2
∑
i∈{1,3,··· ,2k−1}
|F∗i ||F∗2k−i|
≤ (pq)k+12k
∑
i=0,··· ,k−1
(i)!(k − i− 1)!
≤ (pq)k+12kk (k)!
2k−1
= 2k(k)!(pq)k+1
Finally, we will prove that |F2k+1| ≤ 4k(k)!(pq)k+1.
|F2k+1| =
k∑
i=0
|F∗2i+1|
≤
k−1∑
i=1
2i(i)!(pq)i+1 + pq + 2k(k)!(pq)k+1
≤ k ∗ 2(k − 1)(k − 1)!(pq)k−1+1 + 2k(k)!(pq)k+1
≤ 4k(k)!(pq)k+1
A.3 Proof for Lemma 3
Proof. Define M∗2k+1 = max
f∈F∗2k+1
Mf . Since M
∗
2k+1 =
M2k+1, it is equivalent to show M
∗
2k+1 < (1.45)
k+1. We
will prove the lemma by induction.
k = 0, M∗2∗0+1 = 1 < (1.45)
1;
k = 1, M∗2∗1+1 = max(1, 1 + 1) = 2 < (1.45)
2;
k = 2, M∗2∗2+1 = 3 < (1.45)
3;
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Assume that M∗2k+1 < (1.45)
k+1 for all k < K, where
K ≥ 3, then for k = K,
M∗2k+1 = max
i∈{1,3,··· ,2K−1}
[max(M∗iM
∗
2K−i,M
∗
i +M
∗
2K−i)]
< max
i∈{1,3,··· ,2K−1}
[max(1.45
i−1
2 +11.45
2K−i−1
2 +1,
1.45
i−1
2 +1 + 1.45
2K−i−1
2 +1)]
= (1.45)K+1
B Technical Lemma
The following technical lemma regarding the McDiarmid’s
condition for the supremum can be found in [2].
Lemma 4. Let z be a random variable of support Z =
(Rp,Y) and distribution D. Let S = {z1 . . . zn} be a
dataset of n samples. Let H be a hypothesis class sat-
isfying H ⊆ {h | h : Z → [0, 1]}. The function:
ϕ(S) = sup
h∈H
(
ED[h]− ÊS [h]
)
(11)
satisfies the following condition:
|ϕ(z1, . . . , zi, . . . , zn)− ϕ(z1, . . . , z˜i, . . . , zn)| ≤ 1/n
(∀i,∀z1 . . . zn, z˜i ∈ Z)
C Detailed Greedy Search Algo-
rithm and Illustration Example
For completeness, we present our main greedy search
algorithm in detail in Algorithm 1, as well as the algo-
rithm to compute the node weights in Algorithm 2. For
simplicity, we assume the covariate xm ∈ [0, 1]p. As
for the set of basis functions Φ, piecewise linear func-
tions, Fourier basis functions, or truncated polynomi-
als could be good choices in practice. We first define
fw(x) as the output of tree structure f with weights
w for input x. For instance, let f be the tree struc-
ture of Figure 2(a). With a corresponding weight for
each leaf, fw can be visualized as in Figure 2(b). Thus
fw(x) = (w1φ1(x2) + w2φ3(x1)) ∗ (w3φ3(x2) + w4φ1(x3))
in this specific case. The loss function is defined as
L(fw;x,y) =
n∑
m=1
(ym − yˆm)2/2, where yˆm = fw(xm).
We could explore the interaction structure f by adding
and multiplying a basis function on a single dimension of
covariate x.
An example to illustrate Algorithm 2. Take Figure
7 for example, and assume we are trying to insert a new
leaf wx34 with either a ”+” or ”*” at the Node E, that is to
replace the weighted leaf −.05x1 with either −.05x1+wx34
or −.05x1 ∗ wx34. With an unknown weight w and an
Algorithm 1 Greedy search algorithm
Input: X = (x1, . . . ,xn)
′ ∈ Rn×p: n data points
y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Rn: n observations
Φ: a set of q basis functions, k: the number of
iterations
Initialize the tree fw = w0 + w1φi1(xj1), where
(w0, w1, i1, j1) = arg min
(w′0,w′,i′,j′)
∑n
m=1(ym − w′0 −
w′φi′(xj′))2
for iters = 1 to k − 1 do
for node in fw.leaves do
path = path(fw.root, node)
for m = 1 to n do
Algorithm 2 with input (xm, fw, path):
bm = b(xm), km = k(xm)
cm = node(xm) (If node is wφi(xj), then
node(xm) = wφi(xmj))
end for
(w0, w+, i+, j+) = arg min
(w′0,w′≤1,i′,j′)
n∑
m=1
(ym−w′0−bm−
km(cm + w
′φi′(xmj′)))2, and define r+ as the cor-
responding minimum value attained.
(w0, w∗, i∗, j∗) = arg min
(w′0,w′≤1,i′,j′)
n∑
m=1
(ym−w′0− bm−
km(cmw
′φi′(xmj′)))2, and define r∗ as the corre-
sponding minimum value attained.
if r+ < r∗ then
Insert the new leaf w+φi+(xj+) at node with
”+”, and call the new tree fnodew
rnode = r+
else
Insert the new leaf(w∗φi∗(xj∗) at node) with ”*”,
and call the new tree fnodew
rnode = r∗
end if
Adjust all weights
end for
if rnode < rbest then
rBEST = rnode, f
best
w = f
node
w
end if
Update fw with f
best
w
end for
Output: fw
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Algorithm 2 Compute b(xm) and k(xm)
Input: xm ∈ Rp: data point
fw: current weighted labeled tree
path: path from the root to the insert position
Initialize root as the root of fw, k=1, b=0
while path is not empty do
Define subtree as the !path[1] subtree of root
val = evaluate(subtree,xm), where evaluate gives
the output of the weighted labeled tree subtree with
input xm
if root = ” + ” then
b = b+ val ∗ k
else if root = ” ∗ ” then
k = val ∗ k
end if
Update root as its path[1] child
Remove the first element of path
end while
Output: (b, k)
unknown intercept w0, the output yˆm for the input xm
of the new tree is
w0 + [.1x
2
m2 − .05xm1 + wx3m4](.3 sin(pixm2) + .02xm3)
, w0 + b(xm) + k(xm)(wx3m4 − .05xm1)
for ”+”, and
w0 + [.1x
2
m2 + wx
3
m4(−.05)xm1](.3 sin(pixm2) + .02xm3)
= w0 + b(xm) + k(xm)(−.05wx3m4xm1)
for ”*”.
Figure 7: Inserting a new leaf at Node E.
Note that b(xm) and k(xm) are con-
stant with respect to the to-be-defined
weight, and thus, the optimization problems
min
w
n∑
m=1
(ym − w0 − b(xm)− k(xm)(wx3m4 − .05xm1))2
and min
w
n∑
m=1
(ym − w0 − b(xm)− k(xm)(−.05wx3m4xm1))2
are both least square problems. We add a constraint
|w| ≤ 1 according to the assumption of Theorem 1, to
ensure the uniform convergence. However, it is not
straightforward to compute b(xm) and k(xm). As shown
in Algorithm 2, we compute the value of b(xm) and
k(xm) iteratively along the path from the root to the
insert position. We continue with our current setting,
and move on to compute b(xm) and k(xm) according to
Algorithm 2, assuming xm = (1, 1, 1).
1. Input: xm = (1, 1, 1), fw is the tree in Figure 7,
path = (left, right)
2. Initialize: root =Node A, k = 1,b = 0
3. In a first iteration path[1] = left, so define subtree as
the right =!left subtree of root(consisting of Nodes
C, F, G),
valm = evaluate(subtree,xm) = .3 sin(pixm2) +
.02xm3 = .02
4. Since root = ” ∗ ”, k = valm ∗ k = .02
5. Update root as its left child: root =Node B, path =
(right) after removing the first element of path
6. In a second iteration path[1] = right, so update
subtree as the left =!right subtree of root (consisting
of Node D only)
valm = evaluate(subtree,xm) = .1x
2
m2 = .1
7. Since root = ” + ”, b = b+ valm ∗ k = .002
8. Update root as its right child, path = () after remov-
ing the first element of path
9. Stop the iterations since path is empty
10. Return (b(xm) = .002, k(xm) = .02)
D Real World Experiments
Airline Delays. For real-world experiments, we eval-
uate our algorithm on the US flight dataset. We use a
subset of the data with flight arrival and departure times
for commercial flights in 2008. The flight delay is the re-
sponse variable, which is predicted by using the following
variables: the age of the aircraft, distance that needs to be
covered, airtime, departure time, arrival time, day of the
week, day of the month, and month. We randomly select
800,000 datapoints, using a random subset of 700,000 sam-
ples to train the model and 100,000 to test it. Although
our method uses only k = 10 (i.e., 2k + 1 = 21 nodes,
or k + 1 = 11 functions of features), we obtain a test
RMSE of 34.89. For comparison, the authors in [7] also
randomly selected 800,000 samples (700,000 for training,
100,000 for testing) and obtained an RMSE between 32.6
and 33.5 with 1200 iterations on a Gaussian processes
approach. In general, Gaussian processes predict the out-
put by memorization of the 700,000 training points. Our
tree depends only on evaluating k + 1 = 11 functions
of features. When predicting, our tree does not need to
remember the training set.
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World Weather. The world weather dataset contains
monthly measurements of temperature, precipitation, va-
por, cloud cover, wet days and frost days from Jan 1990
to Dec 2002 (156 months) on a 5 × 5 degree grid that
covers the entire world. The dataset is publicly available
at http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/. The response variable is
temperature. We use 19,000 samples for training, 8000
samples for testing, and run 30 iterations. Although our
method uses only k = 30 (i.e., 2k + 1 = 61 nodes, or
k + 1 = 31 functions of features), we obtain a test RMSE
of 1.319. Gaussian processes obtained a test RMSE of
1.23. Since the standard deviation of the output variable
is 16.98, both our method and Gaussian processes obtain
a coefficient of determination of 0.99.
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